Involvement Fair

Center for Student Involvement
Understanding Involvement Fair
OUR GOALS

- Increase number of orgs and opportunities for exposure and involvement
- Expand to East Quad
- Adhere to Fire Marshal expectations

DATA

230 Organizations
4,500 attendees
POST EXPANSION

- Inviting departments (33) to share resources
- 300+ Organizations
- 5,500+ attendees
- 8 Groups paid for service
LET’S KEEP THIS GOING

One stop shop for organizations to share events and opportunities.

New or returning students find their home away from home.

Another opportunity for camps departments to share their resources with students.

RSO determine what recruitment tools work. Members experience pitching and advertising.

Opportunity to foster successful collaboration

Increases student morale and sense of belonging.
A VIRTUAL MODEL
Student activities don’t stop so why should we? CSI has stayed dedicated to providing the campus with engagement opportunities even in a virtual environment with the event platform, Remo.
EXPENSES

- Tables and chairs
- Set-up/clean-up support
- Reservation fees
- Facilities Support
- Trash support
- Maps, signage, balloons
- Product Tastings
QUESTIONS?

kehinkson@ucdavis.edu
(530)752-9579
csi.ucdavis.edu